About WTB

Wilderness Trail Bikes is an independent company based in Marin County, California that is owned and operated by people who live and breathe bikes. Our passion translates into innovative, performance products that enhance your cycling experience. We test our products every day, from commuter to trail. Applying experience in the saddle to our progressive design and engineering approach means WTB product is built to take you where you want to go.

WTB was there when mountain biking was born on the hillsides of Mount Tamalpais. The company got its start as a component supplier for one-off custom-made mountain bikes in the early ’80s. Early products were designed for greater longevity under adverse conditions with the idea that no use was too tough. Top quality aircraft alloys were employed and our local CNC machinist friends were put to task fabricating our original product designs. Quantities were small and demand was high for WTB parts that revolutionized technology and the industry status quo.

As WTB pioneered product developments, larger companies noticed. Licensed designs from WTB were produced by other bicycle companies, and WTB’s reputation for quality, durable bicycle products continued to grow.

The early days of NORBA racing proved to be the ultimate testing ground for our products. Our race team was co-sponsored by SunTour, Specialized, Trek, Shimano and TruTemper at various times, with our riders consistently posting top ten finishes. Then, and now, the sports elite demand WTB products for top performance and results.

Nowadays, WTB team riders are supported by leading brands like Santa Cruz, Ctri Bar, Fox Shox, Kuenon Glasses, Hayes Brakes, Rock Shox and MTB1.com. Our racers include stars like Joel Panozzo (Top World Cup and National DH ripper), Mark Weir (Multi-talented Top NORBA, UCI and UCSF athlete), and Curtis Keene (Top American Pro DH phenom). See www.wtb.com for the latest information on all of our talented riders.

Each season, WTB pushes product design and functionality to a new level, focusing on solutions that address and define rapidly changing industry trends. As the bicycle industry continues to evolve, we have expanded our product line beyond our mountain core to include a range of road, comfort and hybrid components that integrate WTB’s heritage and vision with performance and value.

WTB has provided award-winning product for over 20 years, and we look forward to many more years of product innovation, performance and value geared for every type of rider.

From the base of the mountain that continues to inspire us, to the top of Whistler; breaking away from the peloton or cruising to the coffee shop, WTB product makes it a better ride.
Tires

For over 20 years WTB has been named a champion for exceptional performance and control. WTB continues to produce premium tires for real world conditions, from the aggressive tread patterns of the Wolf Serier to the all-new Solano road tire, the WTB logo means a high level of quality and craftsmanship. In every riding style or skill level, a tire of WTB has out distance your ride.

Technology

Inner Peace
Our proprietary Inner Peace sidewall reinforcement acts like body armor for your tires. The benefits include: reduced sidewall flex, improved handling at low air pressures, improved protection from damage caused by trail hazards and dramatically reduced pinch flats. Found on all Team FR and DH tires.

Super Duty DH Casing
Furthering the performance-enhancing benefits of WTB TCS technologies, our Super Duty DH casing is prepared for the abuse of extreme riding. The nearly nullifying casing results when shuffling off trail impacts.

A puncture resistantly under the tread, combined with our Inner Peace sidewall reinforcement, further protects the tires from damage. Found on all Team DH tires.

DNA Rubber Compound
Our fast rolling, high traction 60a rubber compound specially formulated for performance riding in a variety of conditions. Found in all Race UST & Steel DNA level tires.

Dual DNA’50/60’ Rubber Compound
Designed for competitive mountain bike racers, our Dual DNA compound delivers exceptional traction on and off the limit. The 60a Sidewall compound (henr all Team DH, Team FR & DH tires.

WTB Speed Shield
This densely woven nylon belt, sandwiched between the tread and casing, reduces punctures and adds significantly better rolling attributes. Found on the Solano tires.

UST Tubelss
Designed to meet the UST/ETRTO standard, WTB UST tires feature a folding bead with exceptional air retention qualities, our special tubelss casing and performance DNA rubber compound.

Levels

Team DH
Tires for DH racing and extreme trail use. These tires showcase our Inner Peace, Super Duty, DNA 40 and Dual DNA technologies.

Team FR
High performance, all mountain tires designed for rough, technical trails.

Dual DNA, DNA 40 Compounding and Inner Peace sidewalls are combined with durable 60tpi casings and a folding bead to create a reliable tire for epic backcountry rides.

Steel DNA
Performance 50a tires featuring our DNA rubber compound on 60tpi casing and durable wire beads.

UST
Designed to meet the UST/ETRTO standard, our UST DH tires are designed for performance. A durable UST casing, precision folding bead and DNA rubber compound make WTB UST tires the go-to choice when you want a reliable tubeless tire.

Team (Road)
Lightweight performance road tires featuring our Dual DNA rubber compound, Aramid bead, 100tpi & WTB Speed Shield.

Race
Lightweight performance tires for all mountain use. Featuring DNA rubber, a lightweight folding bead and our lightweight ETRTO 60tpi casing.

Tour
Inspired by the wanderlust in all of us, WTB Tour tires are purpose-built for the horizon. Featuring a special puncture resistant bead under the tread, these tires cross adventure.

Comp
With a proven all-conditions rubber compound and durable wire bead, WTB Comp tires deliver confidence and control at a budget price.
Timberwolf

Featuring a self-cleaning, ultra-aggressive tread pattern, the Timberwolf tires are a great choice for taming angry trails. The Timberwolf provides you with more than enough confidence needed to go bigger and faster.

- Technical all-terrain & DH tipping
- Great traction & control in wet & dry, loose, hard conditions
- A medium-profile, square center tread for fast grip
- Densely packed outer knobs for smooth hooks in turn

WeirWolf

The WeirWolf tire was born under the direction of pro-racer and WTB product developer, Mark Weir. Whether you’re on a XC, DH bike or simply looking for a tire that does it all and does it all well, then look no further—the WeirWolf tires are for you.

- XC riding and racing
- Aggressive handling in all terrain types and conditions
- Claw-like central knobs & progressive, staggered outside knobs provide excellent handling

- The ultimate all-mountain tire
- Great traction & control in all conditions
- A ramped center tread, staggered outside knobs and large contact patch deliver maximum bite in turns

- Durable & stout knobs & progressive, staggered outside knobs provide maximum traction

VelocipRaptor

The original free-country tire is a proof that a great design is timeless. Large, directional treads dig deep and provide loads of climbing and cornering traction for instinctive handling in nearly all conditions.

- High-end materials and competitive pricing
- Puts power to the ground, in any conditions
- Road profile with aggressive outside knobs for stable cornering

Moto Raptor

Moto Raptor are the ideal all-mountain tires, featuring ‘v-skeletons’ that bite into the knobby faces for additional support and further fortifying the casing. A great choice for riders with varying terrain.

- Ideal for cross-country riding
- Designed to be paired with the V-raptor tread for
- Aggressive outside knobs for competition riding

- 2.24 was designed for play in rough conditions
- Puts power to the ground, in any conditions
- A unique profile provides a stable, flat footprint

- Rounded, projecting head knobs with good spacing in soil clearance, and climbing

- The 2.14 is all-terrain riding
- Round profile in firm & loose to soil & loose conditions
- A rounder shape provides a stable, flat footprint
- Norco, projecting head knobs with good spacing in soil clearance, and climbing

- The 2.1 Front is ideal for cross-country
- Designed to be paired with the V-rapto tread for
- A unique profile provides a stable, flat footprint
- Norco, projecting head knobs with good spacing in soil clearance, and climbing

- Deep, the head knobs with good spacing provide solid soil clearance and traction

- With Neo 2.4, you can take everything from rippled to ski grade
- An excellent inner and outer tread profile
- Round profile in loose & sandy conditions
- Round profile in soil & loose conditions
- Largely spaced center knobs provide a stable, flat footprint

- The 2.14 is designed for play in rough conditions
- Norco, projecting head knobs with good spacing in soil clearance, and climbing

- The 2.1 Rear is ideal for cross-country
- Designed to be paired with the V-rapto tread for
- A unique profile provides a stable, flat footprint
- Norco, projecting head knobs with good spacing in soil clearance, and climbing

- Deep, the head knobs with good spacing provide solid soil clearance and traction

- With Neo 2.4, you can take everything from rippled to ski grade
- An excellent inner and outer tread profile
- Round profile in loose & sandy conditions
- Round profile in soil & loose conditions
- Largely spaced center knobs provide a stable, flat footprint

ExiWolf
If you are looking for a tire that combines speed and control in any XC conditions, then the ExiWolf is for you. The spiky knobs excel in loose conditions and provide the confidence to ride where other riders walk.

Mutano Raptor
By splicing the three great treads of the Nano, Moto, and VelociRaptor tires, the Mutano's have a blazing fast center tread coupled with penetrating outside knobs to create a fast, hard-gripping mountain tire that has evolved to become the most versatile trail tire we offer.

Nano Raptor 2.1
The Nano Raptor’s central tread the backbone of this tire, allowing it to roll as fast as a slick, while the outside knobs provide a firm grip in the corners and positive traction in dirt.

Cross Wolf 700 x 32c
Now for 2005, the Cross Wolf couples a fast center tread with a knobby outer footprint, to create a cyclocross racing knobby that is geared for dry and soggy conditions.

Interwolf 700 x 38c
A high-performance 700c hybrid tread designed for spirited riding on and off-road. The Interwolf is ready for your commute or next touring adventure.
Moto Raptor 2.1 29"

- Large volume 30" tire, great for 35S and general trail riding. Handles the buyer and conditions with ease.
- Round profile with small central knobs for a great speed tire on hardpack.
- Offers a thin, 26" size.

Nano Raptor 2.1 29"

- 29" for all-weather riding and city use.
- An excellent tire with a more aggressive tread load.
- Round profile with deep central knobs, low noise, and a great speed tire on hardpack.

ExiWolf 2.3 29"

- Large volume 30" tire, great for 35S and general trail riding. Handles the buyer and conditions with ease.
- Round profile with small central knobs for a great speed tire on hardpack.

Sicksaurus

Utilizing deep-tying outer grooves for ultimate control in wet conditions and a smooth middle compound provides for a fast-rolling surface to grip any city street or bike path, the Sicksaurus is the ultimate commuter or urban riding tire.

- Comfort, combat, and city bike riding.
- Can be locked up and dry city bike path riding.
- Very round profile with increased shoulders and open spaces to channel water away from smooth city road rides.

Solano 700 x 23c

Utilizing our road-tuned Dual DNA compound, Speed Shield, and a 120 tpi casing, the Solano is extremely fast and grows well in features. If you're looking for a high-end road tire, the Solano will exceed your expectations.

- Great road riding and hooking up.
- Road-tuned Dual DNA & Speed Shield for a fast ride.
- 120TPS casing and Speed Shield for fast ride and puncture resistance.

Camino Alto 700 x 23c

These popular tires are essential for any rider who is looking for a durable road tire that lasts for miles on end. Using a road-tuned Dual DNA rubber compound and high-pressure casing, the Camino Alto is always ready to ride.

- Training and endurance road tires.
- Road-tuned Dual DNA rubber compound.
- Dual-side knobs is channel water away from contact patch.
Saddles

Since the introduction of the legendary SST, WTB has earned a reputation for making high-quality saddles. In addition to exceptional comfort, all WTB saddles provide a variety of performance enhancing features that set us apart from the competition. With models for all styles of riding and budgets, we encourage you to treat yourself to fruits of our 22 years of cycling experience.

1. Love Channel™
   Our proprietary, anatomic groove designed to reduce the discomfort and numbness caused by saddle pressure without compromising the function of the saddle.

2. DNA Padding
   Specially tuned for proper support and comfort, this lightweight padding dramatically reduces the weight of our high-end models.

3. ProGel
   Placed directly below the soft tissue bones, our ProGel padding effectively reduces saddle pressure and vibration while providing a plush, supportive platform for long rides.

4. Flex-tuned Shell
   Designed for lightweight and support, our reinforced nylon hardshell is the choice for performance riding.

5. Soft Shell
   Featuring a rigid rail frame for support, this ultra-lightweight shell significantly reduces fatigue from bad roads and vibrations, ideal for bikes with reduced saddle heights.

6. Comfort Zone
   Found beneath the nose of all WTB saddles, the Comfort Zone cutout reduces pressure and increases comfort.

Technology

<table>
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Shadow V PSL

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 230G

- Super tight low profile DHP padding
- Genuine top shelf leather for feel and breathability
- Black leather with "limited edition" print on rear

Shadow V Stealth

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 215G

- Super tight low profile DHP padding
- Genuine top shelf leather for feel and breathability
- Silver leather with black abrasive resistant corners

Shadow V Team

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 245G

- Leather reinforced corners with double fish clipping
- Lighter weight with vinyl DNA padding
- Silver leather with black abrasive resistant corners

Pure V

Crafted to fit the natural shell for a perfect fit. The Pure V delivers support, ergonomics, and function unlike any other. Featuring the traditional WTB drop nose, the Pure V makes the combined comfort and performance features of the Pure V make it the ultimate body-tuned saddle.

Rocket V Stealth

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 240G

- Embroidered design and a rear double sting clipping
- Lighter DNA padding with a rear High-Tail platform
- Genuine perforated leather with 3M reflective corners

Rocket V Team

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 150G

- Leather cover with sting clipping
- Lightweight DNA padding with rear High-Tail platform
- New smooth full genuine black leather with Kevlar corners

Rocket V Race

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 200G

- Embroidered cover with sting clipping (not shown)
- Standard padding with very low rear whale-tail platform
- Black synthetic leather with durable Black Diamond corner

Laser V Stealth

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 250G

- Lighterweight DNA padding
- Embroidered cover with Kevlar corners and nose, nylon stitching
- Black synthetic leather with durable Black Diamond corner

Laser V Team

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 235G

- Leather cover with sting clipping
- High padding with rear whale-tail platform
- Dime Sanded with Black Diamond corner

Pure V Stealth

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 230G

- Special embroidered corners and nose, drop nose, Sting clipping
- Lightweight DNA padding with High-Tail platform
- White genuine leather with silver accent panels and high-fiber corners

Pure V Team

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 235G

- Special embroidered corners and nose, drop nose, Sting clipping
- Lightweight DNA padding with High-Tail platform
- Pack and snap black leather/hybrides with abrasive resistant corners

Pure V Race

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 215G

- Special embroidered corners and nose, drop nose, Sting clipping
- High padding with High-Tail platform
- Black synthetic leather with durable Black Diamond corner

Laser V Stealth DH

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 245G

- Lightweight, low and broad DNA padding
- Bonded Black Diamond corner with abrasive resistant sides
- Pillow-like Soft Shell with Comfort Zone

Laser V Team DH

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 245G

- Lightweight, low and broad DNA padding
- Adjustable black leather with synthetic and perforated Low Channel
- Pillow-like Soft Shell with Comfort Zone

Laser V Team

DIME 913 X 32
DECK: 98MM
RAIL: 350MM
WEIGHT: 245G

- Lightweight, low and broad DNA padding
- Adjustable black leather with synthetic and perforated Low Channel
- Pillow-like Soft Shell with Comfort Zone
**Power V**

The Power V, with a larger valve for easier riding positions, a low, rear profile and unique rear Comfort Zone relief provides great dispersion of shock pressure and maximum tire clearance. The official saddle of the Whistler Mountain Bike Park.

**Speed V**

The Speed V is still the best model for any road adventure. With a wide rear platform and a streamlined cut for aerodynamics, the Speed V blends performance, comfort and style to create a saddle masterpiece.

**Speed She**

The female-specific Speed She line was created in one of the best cycling factories we offer-riders for good reason. A shorter nose, with wide and rounded corners allow increased rear freedom of movement and new internal stitching means that bulky seams WTB's award winning Love Channel and Comfort Zone provide relief for miles.

**Street Smart**

A new category for WTB in 2005, the Street Smart line was created with road touring in mind. These "smart" saddles combine protective features like 3M reflective material and Black Diamond rear ends /_surfaces. Street Smart SL has a longer tail to reduce chafing. Black Diamond rear end has maximum comfort.

**Street Smart Team**

The female-specific Street Smart line was created in one of the best cycling factories we offer—riders for good reason. A shorter nose isn’t wide and rounded corners allow increased rear freedom of movement and new internal stitching means that bulky seams WTB’s award winning Love Channel and Comfort Zone provide relief for miles.

**Power V Race**

- Flat profile with a low profile, enables a lower saddle on all road bikes
- Standard Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners
- Synthetic material with Black Diamond corners

**Power V Comp**

- Durable synthetic black with grey accent panels
- Abrasion resistant rear end
- Durable all-weather Black Synthetic, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Speed V Race**

- Light weight, low profile, enables a lower saddle on all road bikes
- Metallic soft shell with Comfort Zone
- Internal nylon stitching and high padding for added comfort

**Speed V Comp**

- Derby tail bonded with Black Diamond cover
- Synthetic material with Black Diamond corners
- Abrasion resistant rear end
- Durable synthetic black with grey accent panels

**Speed V Sport**

- Flat profile with a low profile, enables a lower saddle on all road bikes
- Standard Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners
- Synthetic material with Black Diamond corners

**Speed She Team**

- Internal nylon stitching and high profile padding to add comfort
- Black soft panels and foil printed symbols
- Internal nose bonded with Comfort Zone

**Speed She Race**

- Internal nylon stitching and high profile padding to add comfort
- Black soft panels and foil printed symbols
- Internal nose bonded with Comfort Zone

**Speed She Comp**

- Internal nylon stitching and high profile padding to add comfort
- Black soft panels and foil printed symbols
- Double synthetic shell with grey accent panels

**Speed V Race**

- Light weight, low profile, enables a lower saddle on all road bikes
- Metallic soft shell with Comfort Zone
- Internal nylon stitching and high padding for added comfort

**Speed V Comp**

- Derby tail bonded with Black Diamond cover
- Synthetic material with Black Diamond corners
- Abrasion resistant rear end
- Durable synthetic black with grey accent panels

**Speed V Sport**

- Light weight, low profile, enables a lower saddle on all road bikes
- Metallic soft shell with Comfort Zone
- Internal nylon stitching and high padding for added comfort

**Speed She Race**

- Internal nylon stitching and high profile padding to add comfort
- Black soft panels and foil printed symbols
- Internal nose bonded with Comfort Zone

**Speed She Comp**

- Internal nylon stitching and high profile padding to add comfort
- Black soft panels and foil printed symbols
- Double synthetic shell with grey accent panels

**Power V Race**

- Flat profile with a low profile, enables a lower saddle on all road bikes
- Standard Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners
- Synthetic material with Black Diamond corners

**Power V Comp**

- Durable synthetic black with grey accent panels
- Abrasion resistant rear end
- Durable all-weather Black Synthetic, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners
- Synthetic material with Black Diamond corners

**Speed She Team**

- Internal nylon stitching with high comfort 3D molded padding
- Classy black synthetic and leather mix
- Internal nose bonded with Comfort Zone

**Speed She Race**

- Internal nylon stitching and high profile padding to add comfort
- Black soft panels and foil printed symbols
- Internal nose bonded with Comfort Zone

**Speed She Comp**

- Internal nylon stitching and high profile padding to add comfort
- Black soft panels and foil printed symbols
- Double synthetic shell with grey accent panels

**Street Smart**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart SL**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Team**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Comp**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Race**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Race**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Comp**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Race SL**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Comp SL**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Race SL**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Comp SL**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners

**Street Smart Race SL**

- Well-rounded edges, short nose and a slippery smooth cover
- Narrow b-flat edge 3D molded padding
- Airway: Black Diamond, 3M reflective and Black Diamond cover with Platinum panels and abrasion resistant corners
Comfort V

The Comfort series underwent a redesign that produced numerous enhancements for 2005. Both models now feature softer bases and internal stitch seams for a comfortable feel. Although designed for health and recreational riders, these saddles are known to adapt well to all types of bikes.

Comfort V Comp
- Soft gel suspension for going the distance
- Cushion, synthetic leather
- Pillow-like Soft Shell with Comfort Zone
- Dimensions: 177mm x 262mm
- Weight: 635g
- Rails: Satin Steel with Elastomer Springs

Comfort V Sport
- Soft gel suspension for maximum comfort
- Supple black lycra and synthetic mix
- Pillow-like Soft Shell, high padding and gel for maximum comfort
- Dimensions: 170mm x 262mm
- Weight: 465g
- Rails: Satin Steel

ProGel Series
ProGel saddles deliver the WTB performance you expect from the shape you trust—with an added level of comfort. The special silicone gel-enhanced padding provides these saddles added appeal for riders seeking additional relief in many of our popular shapes.

Shadow V ProGel
- ProGel inserts for ischial and soft tissue relief
- High comfort padding with gel for shock and weight absorption
- Genuine perforated black leather and synthetic mix with abrasion-resistant corners
- Dimensions: 130mm x 272mm
- Weight: 295g
- Rails: NiCr-Tubular

Rocket V ProGel
- ProGel inserts for ischial and soft tissue relief
- High comfort padding with gel for shock and weight absorption
- Genuine perforated black leather and synthetic mix with abrasion-resistant corners
- Dimensions: 150mm x 246mm
- Weight: 395g
- Rails: Satin Steel

Laser V ProGel
- ProGel inserts for ischial and soft tissue relief
- Light Gel padding with gel for shock and weight absorption
- Genuine made-in-black and synthetic mix with abrasion-resistant corners
- Dimensions: 150mm x 277mm
- Weight: 340g
- Rails: NiCr-Tubular

Speed V ProGel
- ProGel inserts for ischial and soft tissue relief
- High comfort padding with gel for shock and weight absorption
- Genuine perforated black leather and synthetic mix with abrasion-resistant corners
- Dimensions: 150mm x 277mm
- Weight: 325g
- Rails: NiCr-Tubular

Speed She ProGel
- ProGel inserts for ischial and soft tissue relief
- High comfort padding with gel for shock and weight absorption
- Black perforated seating area with synthetic material and abrasion-resistant corners
- Dimensions: 150mm x 277mm
- Weight: 325g
- Rails: NiCr-Tubular

Pure V ProGel
- ProGel inserts for ischial and soft tissue relief
- High comfort padding with gel for shock and weight absorption
- Genuine perforated black leather and synthetic mix with abrasion-resistant corners
- Dimensions: 150mm x 277mm
- Weight: 325g
- Rails: Satin Steel

The ProGel Series is available in a variety of shapes, including Laser V ProGel, Speed V ProGel, and Speed She ProGel. Each saddle is designed to provide maximum comfort and performance for riders of all levels.
Components

WTB has been making high-quality bicycle components for 22 years, and 2005 component line is no exception. From high-end wheelsets to grips, WTB continues to make durable, quality components to outfit your bike. Be sure to check out our new line of rear bars, stems and saddle—why is a can’t miss upgrade to any mountain bike.

Grips

Grips are an integral part of the relationship between a bike and the rider. WTB grips provide a secure and comfortable contact point to make the ride safer and more enjoyable. From the new MotoTec Clamp-on grip to the Original trail grip, WTB offers a wide variety of grips to meet the needs of all riders.

MotoTec Clamp-on

- Lock grip for XC, trail, and DH riders
- Comfort and absorbency within a small diameter
- Silicone and absorbent hybrid of Moto grip and Technical trail grips

Moto

- For AM and drop-off mountain riding
- Decent and flexible for trail disc- and AS-level
- Closed ends to keep flanges at ends

Street Smart

- Comfort and absorption within a small diameter
- Linked diamond WTB logos & slightly raised center for maximum grip.

Dual Compound

- Low profile, firm kraton grip for use with or without gloves
- Trigger and Grip Shift compatible

Original

- Lock-on grip for XC, trail, and DH riders
- Smooth octagon shape with DNA compounding
- Closed ends and small flanges at ends

Technical

- Aggressive all-mountain grip
- Ventilated to the popper and suspension Merrick fork
- Closed ends for durability

MotoTec Clamp-on

- XC, trail, DH and all-mountain riding
- Built-in, wet-weather zip-tie channels
- Trigger and Grip Shift compatible

WeirWolf

- Enjoyed and flexible for XC, trail and all-mountain riding
- Built-in, wet-weather zip-tie channels
- Trigger and Grip Shift compatible

Grips are an integral part of the relationship between a bike and the rider. WTB grips provide a secure and comfortable contact point to make the ride safer and more enjoyable. From the new MotoTec Clamp-on grip to the Original trail grip, WTB offers a wide variety of grips to meet the needs of all riders.

MotoTec Clamp-on

- Lock grip for XC, trail, and DH riders
- Comfort and absorbency within a small diameter
- Silicone and absorbent hybrid of Moto grip and Technical trail grips

Moto

- For AM and drop-off mountain riding
- Decent and flexible for trail disc- and AS-level
- Closed ends to keep flanges at ends

Street Smart

- Comfort and absorption within a small diameter
- Linked diamond WTB logos & slightly raised center for maximum grip.

Dual Compound

- Low profile, firm kraton grip for use with or without gloves
- Trigger and Grip Shift compatible

Original

- Lock-on grip for XC, trail, and DH riders
- Smooth octagon shape with DNA compounding
- Closed ends and small flanges at ends

Grips are an integral part of the relationship between a bike and the rider. WTB grips provide a secure and comfortable contact point to make the ride safer and more enjoyable. From the new MotoTec Clamp-on grip to the Original trail grip, WTB offers a wide variety of grips to meet the needs of all riders.

MotoTec Clamp-on

- Lock grip for XC, trail, and DH riders
- Comfort and absorbency within a small diameter
- Silicone and absorbent hybrid of Moto grip and Technical trail grips

Moto

- For AM and drop-off mountain riding
- Decent and flexible for trail disc- and AS-level
- Closed ends to keep flanges at ends

Street Smart

- Comfort and absorption within a small diameter
- Linked diamond WTB logos & slightly raised center for maximum grip.

Dual Compound

- Low profile, firm kraton grip for use with or without gloves
- Trigger and Grip Shift compatible

Original

- Lock-on grip for XC, trail, and DH riders
- Smooth octagon shape with DNA compounding
- Closed ends and small flanges at ends
The Laser series rim is crucial to tight wheelset performance. The highlight of WTB’s Laser series rim design is its I-beam design with tall paralel sidewalls. This I-beam design with tall flanges for a stronger wheel, stainless steel single eyelets and I beam construction for the most aggressive riding and all mountain riding.

Wheel Sets

LaserDisc FR wheelset

- Lightweight and durable cartridge bearing hubset with alloy axles and alloy 6 pawl freehub
- For use with disc or cantilever brakes

LaserDisc XC wheelset

- Lightweight and strong for freeride and all-mountain riding
- For use with disc or cantilever brakes

LaserDisc DH wheelset

- Lightweight and strong for XC and all mountain riding
- For use with disc or cantilever brakes

Dual Duty 700c wheelset

- High performance 32 spoke spokes
- Dual sealed hub, disc brake rim, easy to replace use with long lasting sealed cartridge bearings

Dual Duty FR wheelset

- Lightweight and strong for freeride and all-mountain riding
- For use with disc or cantilever brakes

Dual Duty 700c wheelset

- Lightweight and strong for XC and all mountain riding
- For use with disc or cantilever brakes

LaserDisc Lite wheelset

- Lightweight and double cartridge bearing hubset with alloy axles and alloy 6 pawl freehub
- 32mm or 35mm wide
- 135mm or 142mm wide
- 700c or 29"

LaserDisc Lite wheelset

- Lightweight and double cartridge bearing hubset with alloy axles and alloy 6 pawl freehub
- 32mm or 35mm wide
- 135mm or 142mm wide
- 700c or 29"

Dual Duty FR wheelset

- Lightweight and strong for freeride and all-mountain riding
- For use with disc or cantilever brakes

Dual Duty XC wheelset

- Lightweight and strong for freeride and all-mountain riding
- For use with disc or cantilever brakes

LaserDisc DH wheelset

- Lightweight and double cartridge bearing hubset with alloy axles and alloy 6 pawl freehub
- 32mm or 35mm wide
- 135mm or 142mm wide
- 700c or 29"

LaserDisc Super Duty wheelset

- Lightweight and double cartridge bearing hubset with alloy axles and alloy 6 pawl freehub
- 32mm or 35mm wide
- 135mm or 142mm wide
- 700c or 29"

LaserDisc Lite wheelset

- Lightweight and double cartridge bearing hubset with alloy axles and alloy 6 pawl freehub
- 32mm or 35mm wide
- 135mm or 142mm wide
- 700c or 29"

Dual Duty FR wheelset

- Lightweight and strong for freeride and all-mountain riding
- For use with disc or cantilever brakes

Dual Duty XC wheelset

- Lightweight and strong for freeride and all-mountain riding
- For use with disc or cantilever brakes

LaserDisc DH wheelset

- Lightweight and double cartridge bearing hubset with alloy axles and alloy 6 pawl freehub
- 32mm or 35mm wide
- 135mm or 142mm wide
- 700c or 29"

LaserDisc Super Duty wheelset

- Lightweight and double cartridge bearing hubset with alloy axles and alloy 6 pawl freehub
- 32mm or 35mm wide
- 135mm or 142mm wide
- 700c or 29"
Pedals

WTB Momentum pedals are made with the highest quality and performance that you’ve come to expect from WTB components. The easy re-adjustability of the Grease Guard ports and the lightweight steel cages make this a great upgrade for any bike.

Momentum C

**FEATURES:**
- Tungsten Moly
- Removable steel cage with light texture rise & copper alloy help
- Green Grease Guard in turntable seat
- Crown edge with 510° logo

**CONSTRUCTION:**
- CNC alloy cups with laser etched logos, stainless steel races, and silicone o-rings
- Smooth operation durability and easy maintenance

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:**
- **WEIGHT:**
  - 286 g
- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - 3 5 mm rise is ideal for XC and all mountain riding
  - 31.8 mm rise provides
  - Millimetric ends aid in customizing the length of your bar
  - 80mm X 31.8mm (alloy shim provided)
  - Compatible with both 25.4 and 31.8 bars
  - 4-bolt CN

**PRODUCTS**

- **TXC 31.8 Riser Bar**
- **TXC Seatpost**
- **TXC Stem**

**TXC Components**

For 2005, WTB introduces a limited edition special edition “control components.” WTB’s new technological ally, TXC product line is designed to work with your suspension to dramatically enhance the control and handling of all mountain and XC bikes. Using bold, oversized designs with WTB’s lightweight aluminum alloys, our TXC components are role enhancing, weight shaving, appeal-adding way to upgrade your ride.

**Momentum G-G**

**FEATURES:**
- Smooth operation durability and easy maintenance
- Green Grease Guard in turntable seat
- Crown edge with 510° logo

**CONSTRUCTION:**
- CNC alloy cups with laser etched logos, stainless steel races, and silicone o-rings
- Smooth operation durability and easy maintenance

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:**
- **WEIGHT:**
  - 110 g
- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - 1 1/8” diameter

**PRODUCTS**

- **Momentum C**
- **Inner Peace C**

**Momentum G-G**

**FEATURES:**
- Smooth operation durability and easy maintenance
- Green Grease Guard in turntable seat
- Crown edge with 510° logo

**CONSTRUCTION:**
- CNC alloy cups with laser etched logos, stainless steel races, and silicone o-rings
- Smooth operation durability and easy maintenance

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:**
- **WEIGHT:**
  - 110 g
- **DIMENSIONS:**
  - 1 1/8” diameter

**PRODUCTS**

- **Momentum C or Inner Peace C models.** For the best in serviceability, choose our timeless Grease Guard model.
Advocacy Partners

Some of our accomplishments and current activities include: Championing bicycles in the Comprehensive Transportation Management Plan (CTMP) for Marin’s Parklands, including Marinwood, Mir Mar, Tamalpais and Stinson Beach; Securing a 68-mile bicycle pedestrian path from Larkspur to Corte Madera along the Sonoma Marin Area Rail Transit (SMART) right of way; Ensuring compliance with city and county bicycle and pedestrian transportation plans during the Highway 101 HOV Gap Closure project; Preserving a public right-of-way and the plan for a the North-South Greenway, a continuous Class I Pedestrian and Bicycle path on Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA); Consulting with College of Marin on its $250 million Facilities Master Plan to prioritize improved bicycle and pedestrian access; and Coordinating with several citizen groups, including Safe Routes to Schools, to integrate objectives of all regional pedestrian and bicycle plans to maximize results.

Long-term focus and perseverance is the key to success in advocacy. We invite you to join the process where the results can improve your community, leave a positive legacy and improve your world.
The People

WTB’s dedicated staff powers the company to mission to enhance our customer’s cycling experience. We work hard so we can play hard, forever investing in our passion for bikes.

Greg Biber
Elena Lobatsевич
Jeff Brown
Tom DeLacy
Marty Yudice
Amber van Heel
Mark Slate
Gary Gleason
Susie Weaver
Mark Weir
Chris Schierholtz
Pete McKeon
Wes Meyer
Dan Sherwood
Patrick Seidler
Fred Falk

Just a few of the leading industry brands that WTB partners with:

WTB Warranty Information

Wilderness Trail Bikes, Inc. stands behind the quality & craftsmanship of its products. If you have a problem with any WTB product, we will do everything we can to repair or replace the item. Contact your local bike shop to initiate a warranty return or repair.

Specifications are subject to change at anytime without notice. All weights are based on samples at time of print, and are subject to change.

• DNA 40 High Grip Rubber Compound is for competition use only, and is not subject to standard warranty terms.
• Use of “Stan’s NoTubes” or other tubeless additive systems voids WTB’s tire warranty.
Wilderness Trail Bikes, Inc.
475 Miller Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
415.389.5040
wtb.com

SINCE 1982